
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Maggie’s Windowpane Throw 

MATERIALS

Bernat Plush

Tap name of yarn for specs on Yarnspirations.com

7 balls Mustard

10 mm crochet hook, scissors, tapestry needle

SIZE

Approximately 6 feet x 5 feet

Gauge: 4 inches = 8 DC and 4 rows

STITCHES

Single Crochet  (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook

Double Crochet (DC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops, YO and pull
through remaining two loops

Picot: Slip stitch (SL ST), Chain 5, slip stitch to first SL ST.

https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/bernat-plush-yarn-250gr-8-8oz?variant=47084260688187&utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_10_14__products
https://daisyfarmcrafts.com/single-crochet/
https://daisyfarmcrafts.com/single-crochet/
https://daisyfarmcrafts.com/single-crochet/
https://daisyfarmcrafts.com/double-crochet/


PATTERN 

Chain 96 (for a different size, chain any number x 12)

ROW 1: Begin in the 4th chain from the hook with DC. DC into each of the next 8 chains. *CH 2. Skip 2 chains, DC
into each of the next 10 chains. Repeat from * 2 more times ending with 10 DC. CH 3 and turn. 

ROW 2: Turning chain counts as the first DC. Begin in the second stitch with DC. DC into each of the next 8 sts.
*CH 2, skip 2 chains, DC into each of the next 10 DC. Repeat from * 2 more times. Work the final DC into the top
of the turning chain. CH 3 and turn. 

ROW 3 AND 4: Repeat row 2 instructions. At the end of row 4, chain 5 and turn. 

ROW 5: Chain 5 counts as first DC and 2 chains. Begin in the 4th stitch with DC. *CH 2, skip 2 sts. DC into the
next. Repeat from * across the row. Ch 3 and turn. (final DC is in the top of the turning chain.)

ROW 6 -9: Repeat row 2 instructions.

ROW 10: Repeat row 5 instructions. 

ROW 11-14: Repeat row 2 instructions.

ROW 15: Repeat row 5 instructions.

ROW 16-19: Repeat row 2 instructions. 

Continue the pattern until you have 8 blocks high or your preference.

Border

Round 1: Work 2 SC around each post, work 3 SC into each corner, work SC in between the DC on the bottom and
top of the throw. Join with a SL ST to the first SC, CH 1 and turn.

Round 2: Work 1 SC into each SC across the "blocks" of DC, work [SL ST, CH 5, SL ST back into the same SL ST]
"picot" at each ch 2 between the blocks and in each corner. Join with a SL ST to the first SC, tie off and weave in the
ends.

See video below for more help! 

https://youtu.be/7znSp_stJPM?si=w8XeMGAMXSjBRkgh
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https://youtu.be/7znSp_stJPM?si=w8XeMGAMXSjBRkgh

